
A NOTE TO THE READER

The attached document consists of relevant pages from the original style manual
for the Comprehensive Aramaic Lexicon Project as prepared in 1987, before the
onset of the project itself, before the development of the actual software to
process the texts, and, most importantly, before the internet, HTML, and the
currently ubiquitous text software allowing for the easy entry and display of
Semitic alphabetic scripts. Its presence here is to aid online users in deciphering
coded CAL texts, should they choose to view them in Roman code, as well as to
better understand some of the coding conventions they may encounter even
when viewing texts in their native scripts.
The following are the major changes that should be kept in mind both for those
using the CAL and for scholars submitting materials to the CAL:

A) Texts may now be submitted in any standard font recognizable to current
browsers, in particular the unicode Hebrew and Syriac fonts that had not yet be-
come standard when the Project was first envisioned. Idiosyncratic fonts such
as those designed for CPA, Samaritan, and Mandaic may be used, but texts will
not be displayed in such fonts on the CAL or in CAL publications. It is our
view that the use of such fonts in current publications detracts from their useful-
ness to the average scholar, let alone the casual user, in a very major way.

B) Diacritics included in such modern fonts and understood as such by modern
browsers may be included in text submissions. Thus, for example, a taw with
the “Syriac Feminine Dot” may be indicated by in Roman tF [an addition to our
coding, by the way] or by Meltho ݀ܬ.

C) In view of the some of peculiar behaviors of HTML in different browsers
when dealing with right-to-left texts, some policies for displaying fragmentary
material have had to be changed. In particular, in displaying texts in “Hebrew”
characters, variants are given in between quotation marks [thus e.g.:

״#2#אשתני״אשתנון ] corresponding to a coded : )$tny/)$tnwn#2#/. Brackets
that would normally appear at the end of a line of text have been eliminated in
Hebrew displays.
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